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Background: Different skin cancer types display disparate body site distribution, particularly related to
sunlight exposure pattern. We evaluated the topographic distribution and relative tumor density (RTD)
in a set of human cutaneous malignant melanoma (MM), basal cell carcinoma (BCC), and squamous
cell carcinoma (SCC) cases. Materials and Methods: A series of 182 patients with a total of 186
MMs, 899 patients with a total of 1184 BCCs, and 114 patients with a total of 146 SCCs were analyzed.
Results: MMs occurred most commonly on the trunk (46.8%) and the upper limbs (25.3%). While the
back and the trunk in particular was sites with the most frequent MM development in males (64.3% and
45.9%), the upper limbs were the most common location in females (34.1%). BCCs and SCCs occurred
predominantly on the head and neck, comprising a total of 69.0% and 81.5% of the cases. The face
was a region with by far the highest RTDs in BCC and SCC patients. Men had more frequently affected
extrafacial sites of the head and neck compared to women in both BCC (46% vs. 31.9%) and SCC (62.5%
vs. 48.3%) cases. In BCC, the second most frequent anatomic site included the back in both genders
(25.1% in males, 18.2% in females), but in SCC, it represented the trunk as a whole in males (13.6%), and
the lower limbs in females (14.3%). The greatest differences in RTDs between BCC and SCC were on the
back (BCC: SCC ratio, 7.5:1), especially in men (BCC: SCC ratio, 9:1). Conclusion: We have confirmed
striking heterogeneity for skin cancer risk by anatomic site. While MMs arise predominantly on the body
parts intermittently exposed to the sunlight, BCCs and especially SCCs develop most frequently on the
sites that are habitually exposed to the sun.
KEY WORDS: Anatomic distribution, skin carcinomas, sunlight exposure patterns

INTRODUCTION
Human skin cancers encompass a wide spectrum of malignant
conditions with different epidemiologic and clinical
characteristics. The three most common malignancies include
basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC), also referred to, collectively, as nonmelanoma skin
cancer (NMSC), and malignant melanoma (MM). Although
their etiopatogenesis is complex, there is persuasive evidence
that an ultraviolet radiation (UVR) has a vital role in the
development of each of these main tumor types [1]. However,
the relative relationship between the sunlight exposure and the
genesis of BCC, SCC, and MM seems to be tumor-specific [1].
These UVR-related differences result in distinct anatomic
distribution of the skin cancer types. In general, while MMs
arise most commonly on the trunk and limbs [2-7], the vast
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majority of research papers have clearly demonstrated [3,7-13]
that NMSC occurs predominantly on the head and neck region.
In spite of that, however, some studies [4,5,14-16] have found
discrepant percentages of BCCs and SCCs at individual body
parts compared with the above-mentioned papers and as a
consequence, the relative tumor density (RTD) has showed wide
variations. The RTD measure was first introduced by Pearl and
Scott [17] in 1986, to create a standard way of comparing skin
cancers distribution by anatomical sites. It considers the ratio
between the proportion of tumor in a certain location and the
proportion of the surface area on the same location. This index
highlights the differences between the expected and observed
occurrence of tumors by site. In this study, we have evaluated the
topographic distribution and RTD of three types of cutaneous
neoplasms mentioned above and confronted our results with
eligible literature data.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
We retrospectively reviewed all patients with primary cutaneous
MMs, and all patients with primary cutaneous BCCs, that were
histologically diagnosed at the Department of Pathology in
Faculty Hospital in Žilina (Slovakia) during 10-year period
(from January 2007 to December 2016). Further, we reviewed
all patients with primary cutaneous SCCs diagnosed at the
same workplace during 7-year period (from January 2010 to
December 2016). The participants were registered in the
Pathology Archive Computer Program (PACP), from which
required histopathological data were extracted. Recurrent
lesions and subsequent re-excisions after incomplete tumor
removal, as well as mucosal and mucocutaneous lesions
were excluded. The specimens were derived from a variety
of clinical sources at our hospital, especially from Surgery,
Dermatology, Otorhinolaryngology, and Ophthalmology
Departments. Biopsy material was fixed in buffered formalin,
embedded in paraffin blocks and stained with hematoxylin
and eosin. Clinical data of the patients needed for the study
were obtained from their medical records. The following six
anatomic locations were classified for analysis: The face, the
extrafacial part of the head and neck (scalp, ears, and neck),
the trunk as a whole, the back alone, and the upper and lower
extremities. According to Pearl and Scott [17], present body
sites comprised 2.4%, 6.6%, 32%, 10%, 19%, and 40% of entire
skin surface, respectively. The RTD was calculated by dividing
the proportion of tumors occurring at a specified site by the
proportion of skin area of that site. Age profile of the cohort
members was divided into the following three categories: ≤50,
51-70, and ≥71 years. Since, we were not able to objectively
find out a personal sunlight exposure status (i.e., history of
sunburns, tanning habits, total extent, and intensity of UVR
throughout life), we could only suppose solar exposure patterns
based on the anatomic locations involved. For the sake of
simplicity, head, and neck, as well as dorsum of the hand and
fingers were considered the body sites corresponding to chronic
(cumulative) sunlight exposure.

RESULTS

There were heterogeneous percentage proportions of the age
subgroups in the individual tumor types, illustrated in Figure 1.
As expected, in MM, the most frequent (41.9%) age category
was between 51 and 70 years. In NMSC, there were clearly
rising percentages from the youngest (≤50 years) to the oldest
(≥71 years) age category. However, while in BCC, it appeared
to have a linear relationship; in SCC, it showed rather an
exponential dependence.

Body Site Distribution and RTD
Topographic distributions and RTDs for all three cancer types
in relationship to gender and are listed in Tables 1-3. Briefly,
MMs occurred most commonly on the trunk (46.8%) and upper
extremities (25.3%), and the least frequently on the head and
neck (13.9%). No case was found on the dorsum of the hand or
fingers. When we calculated the RTD, which takes into account
the surface proportion occupied by body sites experiencing
different amounts of UVR, the back (with RTD of 3.4) and the
face (with RTD of 2.4) were the most dominant areas. Apparent
gender disparities were found. While the back and the trunk in
particular was sites with the most frequent MM development
in males (64.3% and 45.9%, respectively), the upper extremities
were the most common location in females, followed by the
trunk (34.1% and 27.3%, respectively).
As for NMSC, both BCCs and SCCs occurred predominantly
on the head and neck, comprising a total of 69.0% and 81.5%
of the cases, respectively. The face was a region with by far the
highest RTDs, representing a value of 17.6 in BCC patients
and a value of 14 in SCC patients. However, regarding the
head and neck region alone, the face involvement prevailed
in BCC (61.3%), whereas the extrafacial parts (scalp, ears,
and neck) predominated (58.8%) in SCC. Further, men had
more frequently affected extrafacial sites of the head and
neck compared to women in both BCC (46% vs. 31.9%) and
SCC (62.5% vs. 48.3%) cases. In BCC group, the second most
frequent anatomic site included the back in both genders
(25.1% in males and 18.2% in females), but in SCC group,

Basic Clinicopathological Data
A series of 182 subjects (95 males, 87 females) with a total of 186
MMs (30 in situ, 156 invasive lesions), 899 subjects (432 males,
467 females) with a total of 1184 BCCs, and 114 subjects
(79 males, 35 females) with a total of 146 SCCs (39 in situ,
107 invasive lesions) were evaluated in the study. Since, these
participants were consecutively chosen from our PACP within
a period of 10 (BCC and SCC cases) and 7 years (SCC cases),
they represented all (100%) individuals with bioptically verified
given cutaneous malignancies registered at our Pathology
Department during that time. This explains unequal gender
proportions among individual tumor types, as they differently
affect men and women. Patients with MMs ranged between
22 and 93 years of age (mean 58.9 years), patients with BCCs
between 25 and 97 years of age (mean 70.0 years), and patients
with SCCs between 34 and 95 years of age (mean 78.3 years).
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Figure 1: Percentage distributions of malignant melanoma, basal cell
carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma cases within the three given
age categories (number in the brackets indicates number of lesions)
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Table 1: Body site distribution and RTD of MM in a set of
186 lesions
Body site

Total

Face
Scalp/ears/neck
Trunk
Back only
Upper limbs
Lower limbs

Males

Females

N (%)

RTD

N (%)

RTD

N (%)

RTD

11 (5.9)
15 (8.1)
87 (46.8)
64 (34.4)
46 (24.7)
27 (14.5)

2.4
1.2
1.4
3.4
1.3
0.3

5 (5.1)
5 (5.1)
63 (64.3)
45 (45.9)
16 (16.3)
9 (9.2)

2.1
0.7
2.0
4.5
0.8
0.2

6 (6.8)
10 (11.3)
24 (27.3)
19 (21.6)
30 (34.1)
18 (20.5)

2.8
1.7
0.8
2.1
1.8
0.5

RTD: Relative tumor density, MM: Malignant melanoma

Table 2: Body site distribution and RTD of BCC in a set of
1184 lesions
Body site

Total

N (%)
Face
Scalp/ears/neck
Trunk
Back only
Upper limbs
Lower limbs

Males
RTD

N (%)

Females
RTD

N (%)

RTD

501 (42.3) 17.6 211 (34.4) 14.3 290 (50.9) 21.2
316 (26.7) 4.0 180 (29.3) 4.4 136 (23.9) 6.2
258 (21.8) 0.7 154 (25.1) 0.8 104 (18.2) 0.5
188 (15.8) 1.5 113 (18.4) 1.8 75 (13.1) 1.3
76 (6.4)
0.3
54 (8.8)
0.4
22 (3.9)
0.2
33 (2.8) 0.07 15 (2.4) 0.06 18 (3.1) 0.07

BCC: Basal cell carcinoma, RTD: Relative tumor density

Table 3: Body site distribution and RTD of SCC in a set of
146 lesions
Body site
Face
Scalp/ears/neck
Trunk
Back only
Upper limbs
Lower limbs

Total

Males

Females

N (%)

RTD

N (%)

RTD

N (%)

RTD

49 (33.6)
70 (47.9)
18 (12.3)
3 (2.0)
3 (2.1)
6 (4.1)

14
7.2
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1

33 (31.7)
55 (52.8)
14 (13.6)
2 (1.9)
2 (1.9)
0 (0)

13.2
8.0
0.4
0.2
0.2
0

16 (38.1)
15 (35.7)
4 (9.5)
1 (2.4)
1 (2.4)
6 (14.3)

15.8
5.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.3

SCC: Squamous cell carcinoma, RTD: Relative tumor density

it represented the trunk as a whole in males (13.6%), and
the lower extremities in females (14.3%). There was only a
single case of SCC (0.6%) and only four cases of BCC (0.3%)
arising on the dorsum of the hand or fingers. The greatest
differences in RTDs between BCC and SCC were on the back
(BCC: SCC ratio, 7.5:1), especially in men (BCC: SCC ratio,
9:1). Of note, no lower limbs’ involvement was found in men
with SCC. In general, in all three cancer types observed, males
had systematically a higher density of tumors on the trunk
than females, especially in MM cases. On the other hand, the
lower limb involvement predominated in women, which was
striking in SCC group. However, apart from the upper limbs
in women in MM, the RTDs were below unity for anatomical
areas of both upper and lower extremities in all tumor types
investigated.

DISCUSSION
The incidence of human malignant skin tumors has
continuously increasing trend worldwide, and they represent a
serious medical and public health problem. Despite undisputed
association between UVR exposure and cutaneous neoplasms,
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an exact relationship between the amount, pattern, and
timing of exposure to UVR and the subsequent development
of specific skin malignancies is not yet fully understood.
Popular belief is that a crucial factor for the formation of SCC
is cumulative lifetime sun exposure, while it is less important
for the development of BCC, in which an intermittent solar
exposure rather than chronic one may be more prejudicial
etiologic determinant [1,18-20]. Even association between
morphologic markers of cutaneous photodamage and an
increased risk of BCC has been proven only moderate [21]. As
for cutaneous MM, an intermittent intense sun exposure was
shown to play considerable role as risk factor, whereas a high
occupational sun exposure seemed to be inversely associated
to MM development [1,18,20,22-24]. As a consequence,
individual cancer types have different predominant anatomic
locations. An uneven topographic distribution of cutaneous
neoplasms generally parallels the indicators of UVR exposure
and is one of the best surrogates for assessing the patterns of
sun exposure. On the other hand, this should be interpreted
with a certain degree of generalizability, because non-UVR
linked factors also participate in the genesis of skin cancers,
which sometimes emerge in body sites that never see the sun.
It is well-known that MMs develop most frequently on the
trunk and extremities with gender disparities. Many previous
cohort studies have shown [2-4,6], such as we did, the
occurrence of MM was more common among males for the
trunk and among females for both the upper and lower limbs.
However, in NMSC, the results derived from some papers have
not been so consistent. Although it is generally accepted that
both BCCs and SCCs develop most frequently in the head
and neck region, the percentages of tumors in this body part
significantly differ among analyses conducted from various
countries. Most of the published documents comprising
Italian [3], Slovakian [8], Brasilian [9-11], Portuguese [12], and
Romanian [7], or Iranian [13] studies have found, the head
and neck represented 73.6-96.8% of all BCCs [3,7,8,10-13] and
70.2-77.6% of all SCCs [3,7-9,12] analyzed. In this study,
this body part comprised 69% of BCCs and 81.5% of SCCs
diagnosed, corroborating above-mentioned papers. Our results
support the view, although both keratinocyte carcinomas
are predominantly associated with chronic cumulative solar
exposure, it seems to be more crucial etiologic factor for SCC
development, compared to BCC. This is also supported by the
fact, SCC individuals had a higher age. However, it is interesting
that numerous Australian studies have described much lower
proportional involvement of the head and neck region in NMSC
lesions. For example, in BCC, the head and neck comprised only
40-67% of the cases [4,5,14-16] and in SCC, this location was
even more rare, representing just 22-42.6% of all cases [4,5,1416]. Similar data on SCC have also been documented in Saudi
Arabian [25] and Ethiopian [26] studies. This finding could
be at least partially explained by the fact, these geographic
regions lie close to the equator with more intensive prolonged
solar radiation throughout the year. As a result, native people
may have a tendency to get undress those body parts, which are
usually intermittently exposed to sunlight, such as the trunk
and extremities. Even the disparate body site distributions of
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skin cancers between women and men may reflect differences
in sun exposure habits, such as clothing and work or leisure
activities. In accord with many previous papers, we have showed
marked sex differences in topographic sites of lesions. In MM,
there was a high male to female ratio (2.6) for tumors of the
trunk and low male to female ratio (0.5) for tumors of the leg.
In SCC, the head and neck accounted for a larger proportion
of lesions for men than women, and the lower limbs were
affected more commonly (in our series exclusively) in women,
justifying literature data [3,9,15,16,27]. In BCC, the trunk,
especially the back, was more frequently involved in men
than women, and in comparison, the head and neck region
and lower limbs were more frequently affected in women, also
corroborating the results from another author [10,11,15,16].
When we regarded the head and neck region alone, males had
more commonly involved extrafacial part of the head and neck
compared to women in both BCC and SCC lesions, similar
to the findings of another study [3,4,9,10]. This is probably
due to thicker and longer hair cover in females, which provide
better protection against UVR-light. However, one should
keep in mind that some histological subtypes of cutaneous
neoplasms, for example, lentigo maligna melanoma, superficial
BCC or verrucous SCC, exhibit specific etiological and
clinical feature and have a predilection for certain body sites.
Therefore, a precise assessment of topographic distribution of
skin malignancies should also take into account their individual
histological subtypes and varieties, some of which should be
better evaluate separately.
In conclusion, we have observed striking heterogeneity for skin
cancer risk by anatomic site. While MMs arise predominantly
on the body parts intermittently exposed to the sunlight, such
as the trunk and extremities, BCCs and especially SCCs develop
most frequently on the sites that are habitually exposed to
the sun, such as the head and neck. Although we considered
anatomic location as a surrogate for assessing the patterns of
solar exposure, which was the main limitation of this study,
our results support an idea that development of different types
of skin malignancies is influenced by distinct UVR patterns.
Understanding how UVR response differs in the genesis of
various skin cancers would be important for educating the
public on safe sunlight behaviors and may help to improve
preventive strategies.
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